AUDIO & VIDEO SOLUTIONS
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Conducting legal and justice proceedings has become increasingly more difficult with Covid-19 cases rampant globally. The process of having a
court appearance or a lengthier trial has now become a logistics nightmare for many municipalities and court systems. Whether it is transporting
prisoners or open courtroom discussions, normal day to day procedures now come with safety risks that courts must face head-on.
Poly offers solutions that can help create a safe, productive environment while keeping the wheels of justice moving. For years, our solutions have
been used in almost every aspect of the justice system. From remote arraignments, to lawyer-defendant communications, remote trial proceedings
to remote visitation and telemedicine.
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VIDEO SOLUTIONS
POLY STUDIO P5
The Poly Studio P5 webcam ensures you look professional on video calls at home, in the courtroom,
or wherever you’re working. Exceptional camera optics are fine-tuned so you always come across
clearly with a powerful, professional-quality image.
Poly Studio P5 is ideal for remote judges, lawyers and court recorders.
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POLY STUDIO X FAMILY
Poly Studio X family is an all-in-one video appliance that can connect to any video platform and
has direct integration with leading service providers like Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and others. No
PC or MAC required.
Poly Studio X family is ideal for remote arraignment rooms and meeting spaces for clients and
remote lawyers.

EAGLEEYE DIRECTOR II
Just because more participants are going virtual, does not mean they can’t have an in-courtroom
experience. From the defense or prosecution table to the judge and witness stand, the EagleEye
Director II camera system will allow far-end participants to feel as if they are in the same room.
Camera framing technology will track the active talker or multiple talkers and place them in the
full frame while simultaneously giving a full view of the courtroom. The EagleEye Director II
works in conjunction with the G7500 video system. Many courtrooms around world are using
EagleEye Director technology to enhance their remote proceedings.
EagleEye Director II is ideal for courtrooms where automatic camera tracking capabilities
are needed.

POLY G7500
A powerful video system that allows for perfect audio, video and content sharing inside the
courtroom. Up to 4K video quality allowing everyone to be seen clearly with audio accessories
that can tie-into the G7500 that will ensure everyone is heard clearly. In addition, court exhibits
and other documentation can be added easily into the call and participants in the call can even
annotate on top of the exhibits to draw attention to the most important aspects. The G7500 also
easily integrates into popular cloud video services such as Zoom, GoTo Meeting and many others.
G7500 is ideal for courtrooms where advanced video and audio capabilities are required.

HEADSET AND PHONE SOLUTIONS
Clear voice communication and understanding is critical for remote legal proceeding. Being
able to understand a remote judge or translator speeds the process of the proceeding without
having to stop and having to ask for something to be repeated. Poly headsets provide comfort
for all-day wear while also offering technology that will help reduce fatigue and block out
unwanted noises.
Poly offers a range of headsets both wired and wireless that offer different options
for users.
If you need audio-only or audio add-on capabilities for your legal proceedings, Poly has you
covered. From personal speakerphones to conference phones for large rooms, Poly devices
deliver incredible audio while also allowing local participants to be clearly understood on the
other end of the call.

POLY GR ANT ASSISTANCE
Poly assists in every aspect of proposal preparation, funding selection, and submission of grant
applications. Let us help you find funding to implement radically simple, production quality voice,
video, and data communications solutions for your justice needs.

LEARN MORE
Please contact grants@poly.com for more information on grant offerings.
For additional information on Poly solutions for justice and legal proceedings,, please visit www.poly.com/government
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